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Profit booking halts stock rally in 12th 

session  

Investors’ attention was mostly concentrated on pharmaceuticals and chemicals which 
occupied 19.55 percent of daily turnover  

 
File Photo: Rehman Asad/TBS  

The enormous 11-day stock rally from the recent market trough has faced a break after 

investors came up to book some profits on Monday.  

DSEX, the broad-based benchmark at the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), closed at 4,533 

points, a 0.26 percent correction following Sunday's 4.13 percent jump.  

During the near 14 percent jump of DSEX since July 1, a large number of leading stocks 

seemed to have turned overvalued and buyers are a bit calculative now, said a brokerage 

strategist while talking to The Business Standard after Monday's trade closed.  

Daily turnover at the DSE declined by 7.1 percent to Tk1,048 crore, while appetite for 

selective stocks helped both the Blue-chip index DS30 and Shariah-based index DSES gain 

in the end.  

UCB Capital wrote in its daily market commentary, "The session experienced some volatility 

as investors oscillated between optimism and profit booking stance."  

EBL Securities notes read,  "The market opened on a positive vibe but went through a 

volatile session and eventually finished in the marginally lower zone as investors opted for 

quick gain on sector specific stocks in their portfolio which took the index down." 
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Sideliner investors' confidence is growing and they remained active in the market following 

the securities regulator's several initiatives to develop the market and to punish some 

wrongdoers, and also the gradual reopening of the economy and expansionary monetary 

policy encouraged investors to put fresh stakes on stock, added EBL securities analysts. 

Sponsors and directors of a company need to own 30 percent of shares combined, according 

to the securities regulator's rule, but dozens of companies have not been complying with the 

rule. 

The securities regulator recently warned that actions would be taken against such companies. 

The Dhaka Stock Exchange on Monday relayed the warning on its website. 

Market analysts said this had caused a rise in demand for the stocks of the non-compliant 

companies in Monday's trading.      

However, investors' attention was mostly concentrated on pharmaceuticals and chemicals 

which occupied 19.55 percent of daily turnover, followed by engineering (11.25 percent) and 

the miscellaneous sector contributing to 9.26 percent of daily trading. 

Among all the sectors, jute gained the maximum market capitalisation, 5.4 percent, while 

cement with 3.5 percent gain and telecommunication with 2 percent gain followed.  

On the other hand, life insurance stocks faced 3.3 percent price correction on average, 

followed by service and real estate losing 2.6 percent and general insurance losing 2.5 

percent of respective market capitalisation. 

Out of 354 issues traded, 111 advanced, 217 declined and 26 remained unchanged. 

The port city bourse, Chittagong Stock Exchange, also registered a mixed trend at the end of 

the session. 

CSCX, the broad index there, decreased by 0.9 points and all share price index CASPI 

increased by 7.1 points over the session. 
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Business Standard 
11 August 2020 

Submarine Cable seeks 14 months to issue 

shares to government 

It also sought guidelines on how the issue price of the new shares should be fixed  

 

The Bangladesh Submarine Cable Company Ltd (BSCCL) has sought 14 months from the 

Financial Reporting Council (FRC) to issue shares against share money deposits of the 

government in order to comply with the recent directive of the accounting regulator.  

The listed state-owned company also sought guidelines on how the issue price of the new 

shares should be fixed.  

State-owned listed companies are in a dilemma about the issue price of the fresh shares 

against the capital the government had injected from time to time.  

The dilemma is about the issue price. If it is set at face value or lower than the current market 

valuation, general investors will be harmed.  

On the other hand, if it goes too high, the government, which did not receive any dividend in 

years despite injecting money, will feel that it is being deprived.  

Submarine Cable sent a letter to the FRC last week.  

FRC Executive Director Sayeed Ahmed, FCA, told The Business Standard that the council 

had received the letter from the company and the matter would be raised at the next council 

meeting where the members would decide on the issue. 

On February 11 this year, the FRC issued a directive that companies must issue shares 

against share money deposits within six months, and the money cannot be retractable and 

returnable. 
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Also, companies must think of the share money deposit as potential share capital, and they 

must include the amount in their calculation of earnings per share accordingly. 

On July 29, Submarine Cable sent a letter to the FRC where it mentioned its inability to issue 

shares in favour of the government before settlement of the audit objection raised by the 

Foreign Aided Projects Audit Directorate (FAPAD). 

In the letter, the company said it received Tk166 crore in equity money in 2015-2017 under 

the Installation and Establishment of the Second Submarine Cable System for International 

Telecommunication in Bangladesh project. 

When FAPAD on September 22 found that Tk8.57 crore of the total amount remained 

unused, it asked the company to pay the amount to the government. 

Submarine Cable then wrote to the FAPAD to settle the issue that remained under 

consideration. It said in the letter that the amount of total equity money could be finalised 

after the audit objection was resolved. 

The project cost less than the amount received from the government, and FAPAD wanted the 

company to pay the amount back to the government's account. 

But Submarine Cable wanted to issue shares against the final amount of share money deposit 

after the settlement of the audit objection. 

As it is a listed company, it has to prepare an audited financial statement, do asset valuation, 

take approval from shareholders and the government, and finally get approval from the 

securities regulator to issue shares against the government's share money deposits. Time is 

needed to complete all the procedures. 

The company said there would be adverse impacts on the stock market if it included share 

money deposit in calculation of earnings per share before settling the audit objection, fixing 

issue price and getting necessary approvals. 

Hence, it appealed to the FRC to consider the matter. 

On June 16, the FRC wrote to the finance ministry that six listed state-owned companies are 

yet to issue shares against Tk6,652 crore share money deposits of the government, depriving 

the government of ownership and dividend income. 

The government was deprived of dividends worth Tk1,115.51 crore in FY19 and Tk948.92 

crore in FY18 as the six companies did not issue shares. 

The government did not own shares against its investments in the companies, the FRC said. 
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Business Standard 
11 August 2020 

ML Dyeing delays IPO fund use 

The company’s IPO utilisation period expired on March 22 this year  

 
Photo: Collected  

ML Dyeing Limited, listed on both stock exchanges, has failed to import machinery using its 

initial public offering (IPO) funds in scheduled time. 

Company officials claimed that due to Covid-19 pandemic, they did not use this fund. But the 

company did not apply to the securities regulator for its time extension. 

The company's IPO utilisation period expired on March 22 this year. 

The principal activities of the company are to carry on the business of dyeing and finishing 

yarn for 100 percent export-oriented sweater industries in Bangladesh. 

It raised Tk20 crore from the stock market to acquire machinery and equipment to extend its 

business in 2018. But it could not complete the project on time. 

Until June this year, ML Dyeing could use Tk7.45 crore, which was only 37.25 percent of the 

IPO fund. 

The company used Tk5.60 crore for machinery and equipment, which is only 31.44 percent 

of the allocated amount.   

Preferring anonymity, an official of the company told The Business Standard that due to the 

global spread of coronavirus, they could not complete the IPO proceeds on time. 

They even did not open any LC (letter of credit) to import the rest of the machinery. The 

company was expected to import machinery from china, Japan, Italy, India and Germany. 
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The official also said that they were yet to apply to the commission for the time extension, 

but would do so very soon. 

The securities regulator approved ML Dyeing's IPO on May 14, 2018. 

According to the company's financial report of the nine months of the last fiscal year, its net 

profit was Tk26.98 crore, which was Tk19.47 crore during the same period of the previous 

fiscal year.  

At the same time, its earnings per share (EPS) was Tk1.22 and net asset value per share was 

Tk16.69. 

But in the third quarter, between January and March, its earnings per share was Tk0.28, 

which was Tk0.37 during the same period of the previous fiscal year.  

The company recommended a 20 percent dividend (5 percent cash and 15 percent stock) for 

the fiscal year 2018-19. During this time, its net profit was Tk19.66 crore, which was 

Tk19.51 crore in the previous fiscal year. 

On April 8 last year, a fire incident occurred at RN spinning mills Ltd, its associate company, 

and the accumulated loss was Tk612.33 crore.  

As of June 30, 2018, ML Dyeing's investment was Tk37.60 crore in an associate company 

against 8.81 percent of shares of that company. Its market value was Tk22.48 crore as of June 

30 last year. 

The balance of investment in the associate company was Tk0.00 (nil) as of June 30 last year.  

The proportion of the loss caused by fire has been adjusted with the investment and 

cumulative profit from the associate company. As a result, net asset value per share decreased 

by 27 percent as of June 30 last year. 

The company's sponsors and directors jointly own 31.40 percent of its shares, while 

institutional investors share 22.84 percent, foreign investors 21.89 percent and general 

investors 23.87 percent. 

Incorporated on March 21, 2001, ML Dyeing Ltd went into operation on July 1, 2002. 

The last trading price of each share of the company at the Dhaka Stock Exchange was 

Tk50.80.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


